INTRODUCTION

In today’s pop-culture climate, there is no shortage of shows depicting the American criminal justice system. In the 2015–2016 season, thirteen of the top fifty shows on broadcast network television (based on viewership) were crime dramas or police procedurals.¹ Thirteen new network shows of the 2016–2017 season have some kind of criminal justice element.² Law and Order: Special Victims Unit is currently the longest-running scripted, non-animated U.S. primetime series, followed closely by NCIS, another procedural.³ The public’s fascination with the criminal justice system is thus reflected in these media sensations.

Many Americans get their knowledge of the criminal justice system from these television programs, rather than personal experience.⁴ Given the overwhelming popularity of the genre, this piece explores the potential effects these programs have on the criminal justice system. Evidence suggests that crime media affects the general public’s perception of crime, and commentators have spoken extensively on the effect that crime dramas supposedly have on jury members. Although it

¹ A police procedural is a story or drama about the investigation of a crime by the police. Police procedural, AM. HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3d ed. 1992); see Michael Schneider, These are the 100 Most-Watched TV Shows of the 2015-16 Season: Winners and Losers, INDIEWIRE, (May 31, 2016), http://www.indiewire.com/2016/05/most-watched-tv-show-2015-2016-season-game-of-thrones-the-walking-dead-football-1201682396/ (listing NCIS (3), NCIS: New Orleans (7), Criminal Minds (16), NCIS: Los Angeles (19), Hawaii Five-O (21), Blindsport (22), The Blacklist (24), Chicago PD (34), How to Get Away with Murder (35), Castle (40), Shades of Blue (40), Law & Order: Special Victims Unit (42), Criminal Minds: Beyond Borders (45), Elementary (47)).
is not clear whether these programs have any significant effects on the outcome of trials, evidence suggests that any such effects are more closely correlated to influences on attorneys, rather than influences on jury members.

I. THE MYTH THAT MEDIA INTERFERES WITH JUROR INTEGRITY

When a media form becomes popular, researchers and commentators often question its influence on the public. Whether violent rap music and video games cause violent or criminal behavior are frequent topics of discussion by social scientists and researchers and the effects of crime dramas have been similarly questioned. Several studies have shown that crime dramas do affect general, public attitudes towards the topics they portray. This becomes potentially dangerous when these people serve on a jury, a place where these perceptions have a lasting impact on others’ lives.

The worry that crime dramas warp the public’s opinion of the criminal justice system is not a new one. In the 1960s, lawyers and
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7 See, e.g., PURDUE UNIVERSITY, Researchers Rest Their Case: TV Consumption Predicts Opinions About Criminal Justice System, PERDUE UNIVERSITY, (Oct. 29, 2009), http://www.purdue.edu/news/x/2009b/091028SparksCrime.html (finding that people who watched crime dramas and procedurals estimated the rate of real life murders at 2.5 times higher than the actual rate, consistently inflated the frequency of other crimes, and overestimated the number of lawyers and police officers in the United States); Stacey J. T. Hust et al., Law & Order, CSI, and NCIS: The Association Between Exposure to Crime Drama Franchises, Rape Myth Acceptance, and Sexual Consent Negotiation Among College Students, 20 J. OF HEALTH COMM. 1369, 1374–76 (2015) (finding that viewers of Law & Order had lower “rape-myth acceptance,” greater intentions to refuse unwanted sexual activity, and greater intentions to adhere to decisions related to sexual consent).
commentators bemoaned “Perry Mason Syndrome.” Named after the popular legal television show Perry Mason, the syndrome supposedly influenced jurors into thinking defendants were innocent when they did not spontaneously and dramatically confess as a guilty party often would in the television show. Critics also argued that television confused its viewers as to whether the prosecution or defense had the burden of proof.

Legal professionals today complain of a similar, modern “Perry Mason Syndrome”: The CSI effect. There are three primary phenomena allegedly associated with this particular “syndrome.” First, the CSI effect refers to an increased public fascination with careers involving crime scene investigation. Second, the CSI effect signifies the reality that modern juries demand more forensic evidence to convict. Finally, the CSI effect suggests juries put far more weight on forensic evidence compared to circumstantial evidence and oral testimony. This piece focuses on the second and third phenomena allegedly associated with the CSI effect, as well as the effect that crime media has on attorneys in the criminal justice system.

When prosecutors complain of the CSI effect, they usually refer to juries’ heightened expectations for evidence that prosecutors simply cannot produce. DNA specialist Dan Krane discussed the depiction of crime investigations in the media, noting that on television, viewers “never see a case where the sample is degraded or the lab work is faulty or the test results don't solve the crime. These things happen all the time in the real world.” Similarly, Betty Layne DesPortes, a criminal defense lawyer with a degree in forensic science, points out that human error and corruption skew test results on several occasions, but jurors put too much faith in the system.
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Some attorneys have complained that jurors expect forensic evidence when collecting or introducing that evidence would be useless or unnecessary. For instance, during a murder trial in Phoenix, jurors questioned why a bloody coat that had been submitted as evidence was not tested for DNA. However, because the defendant had admitted to being at the scene of the crime, a DNA test would not have provided any new information. Finally, a jury may expect evidence that is, frankly, impossible to collect. Judge Donald E. Shelton stated that he once heard a juror complain "they didn't even dust the lawn for fingerprints."

Crime dramas tend to exaggerate the forensic technology available to law enforcement. In an early episode of CSI, technicians determined the knife used to make a wound by pouring plaster directly into a wound—technology that does not exist in real life. The television show Bones features computer genius and forensic facial reconstruction expert Angela Montenegro, who developed the Angelator and Angelatron: holographic and computer displays that simulate attacks, reconstruct faces, and do almost anything else the plot demands. Additionally, almost every crime lab on television operates without worrying about budget issues or backlogs of work spoiling the pace of the show. It is true that fiction can foreshadow real scientific advances. However, it does not always accurately reflect current technological realities.

II. STUDIES ON THE CSI EFFECT

Surprisingly, very little research has actually been done on the CSI effect, and the research that has been done shows mixed results. A study by Media Law Professor Dr. Kimberlianne Podlas, polled 291 jury eligible adults on their television habits, focusing on legal drama, reality
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courtrooms, and *CSI.* Participants were given a hypothetical rape scenario to read which hinged on witness credibility and presented no issues that forensic evidence could illuminate. Participants were to vote for a verdict of guilty or not guilty and then to explain their verdict by selecting any answers that affected their choice from a list of options. Participants were not told that, of the options, four were “*CSI*-marked” reasons, such as “not checking for fingerprints.” Because the scenario hinged entirely on witness credibility, and the participants did not have live witness testimony to examine, it should have been impossible for participants to find the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. Therefore, any guilty verdicts had to be influenced by external factors like personal bias. Only 12% of the participants, who were frequent viewers of *CSI* and chose "not guilty," checked *CSI*-marked reasons less than the 16% of non-frequent viewers who made the same selections. Although these results were not statistically significant and the author concluded that not only was there no evidence for the anti-prosecution version of the *CSI* effect, there was some evidence suggesting a pro-prosecution effect. Similarly, an article by Simon Cole, an assistant professor of criminology, pointed out that there is little non-anecdotal evidence for the *CSI* Effect.

III. THE REAL EFFECT: EXACTLY WHO ARE CRIME SHOWS AFFECTING?

Whether *CSI* and its contemporaries affect juries, evidence suggests that they do in fact have an effect on attorneys. The supposed phenomenon has spawned much commentary from the legal community and attorneys on both the prosecution and defense, who have purported to have felt its effects. Lawyers seem aware enough of its potential effects to either use it to their advantage or guard against it. In the 2003
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murder trial of Robert Durst, a jury consultant for the defense, recommended the defense select jurors who watched shows like CSI to take advantage of the fact that the victim’s head (a crucial piece of evidence) could not be found. Attorneys spend more time selecting juries and focusing on questions relating to their television watching habits as a precautionary measure. For example, a study by the Maricopa County Attorney’s Office found that seventy percent of Maricopa County prosecutors asked potential jurors about their TV watching habits during voir dire and 76% percent took that factor into account when determining whether to include them in the jury pool. Additionally, 70% believed that the defense also considered that question in crafting their legal strategy.

Evan Durnal, a member of the University of Central Missouri’s Criminal Justice Department, claims that prosecutors are being forced to bring experts to the stand as "negative evidence" witnesses—someone to explain why no evidence was found at the crime scene. Similarly, in State v. Cooke, the defense filed a series of motions to exclude expert testimony on ten pieces of state evidence, in part because most of the results were either inconclusive or exculpatory and, thus, unreliable and possibly prejudicial. The prosecution argued that they needed the evidence to prove that they had done a thorough investigation, and to meet the juror's heightened expectations, specifically citing the CSI effect. While acknowledging the doubt about the existence of the CSI effect, the Cooke court ruled the testimony admissible with regards to five pieces of evidence.

Some prosecutors warn potential jurors not to expect the real-life courtroom to reflect a television courtroom. The Ohio State Bar Jury Instruction specifically tells jurors not to rely on television programs
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when making decisions. At least one state has put limits on these "anti-CSI effect" instructions. In Maryland, anti-CSI effect instructions are only allowed curatively (rather than preemptively) and the ability to give an anti-CSI effect instruction “is only triggered when a material misstatement of the law occurs.” In a recent Maryland case, the defense’s opening statements focused on the lack of scientific evidence against the defendant. The trial judge responded with the jury instruction that “there is no legal requirement that the State utilize any specific investigative technique or scientific test to prove its case.” The Maryland Court of Appeals called the instruction an abuse of discretion and ordered a retrial for the defendant.

If the CSI effect exists only in the minds of the attorneys in our criminal justice system, it seems possible these shows do have an effect, but everyone is pointing a finger in the wrong direction. As Dr. Kimberlianne Podlas recently noted, “I think there’s an effect of believing in the effect. If judges, prosecutors, and law enforcement think there is some kind of effect going on — whether they’re correct or not — then that will necessarily influence their behaviors in the courtroom…”

CONCLUSION

The public fascination with crime media is not waning. Recently, series following real life murder mysteries have captured public interest
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and critical acclaim. One of the latest, *Making a Murderer*, focuses on Steven Avery, a man wrongfully convicted of sexual assault and, once released, arrested for a murder he maintains he did not commit.\(^9\) Though this documentary focuses on a real crime and the real processes used to investigate and try it, the prosecutor claimed crucial facts were left out and that the series "really presents misinformation."\(^{50}\) The prosecutor for the case is obviously not an unbiased judge of the facts. However, his comments illustrate that not even true crime media is immune from claims of inaccuracy.

Though it is not clear what effect crime media has on jurors, it is clear there is some effect on the parties to a criminal case. More empirical research should be done to shed light on whether the effects are as far reaching as some say, or if the effect remains in the minds of the attorneys who orchestrate the show.


\(^{50}\) *Id.*